
CASE STUDY
How this energy company bridged generational gaps

Citizens Energy

GENERATIONAL DYNAMICS
Multi-generational workplaces can thrive



BABY BOOMERS

1946-1964
80 MILLION

GENERATION X

WHO'S IN THE WORKPLACE?
With four generations in today’s workplace, it’s critical for leaders to

understand who’s who on their teams in order to effectively manage multi-

generational teams. 

Baby boomers were raised by and worked for

traditionalists, who lived with a scarcity mindset.

This produced a generation of employees that

were hungry for more and worked long hours to

get it. Baby boomers stayed in line with the strict

expectations of the traditionalists. 

Generation X was significantly smaller than the

baby boomers (20 million less). Since they were

so outnumbered, it was advantageous for them

to "fall in line" with the baby boomer leaders. Gen

X employees knew to get ahead, they had to

follow the rules.

1965- 1980 
60 MILLION

Hierarchical: Respect the chain of com
m

and



MILLENNIALS

1981 - 1996
80 MILLION
Millennials came into the workplace and

demanded change. With the decreased

unemployment rates and the large millennial

presence in the workplace, they had the leverage

to shake things up. This generation pushes for

work/life balance and flexible policies. Also,

millennials have numerous vocational options

available to them, which means they are a

shorter-term workforce.

GENERATION Z

Generation Z is entering the workforce now.

There are still many unknowns about what will

characterize this generation of employees.

1997-

Egalitarian: Everyone brings value in their ow
n w

ay

It's important to note that each employee is different.

While grouping people based on age is sometimes

helpful, it's more about someone's mindset than it is

about their birth year. That's why managers must get

to know their people to truly understand what's

important to each one.

IT'S NOT ABOUT BIRTH YEAR:
IT'S ABOUT MINDSET.



INITIAL CHALLENGES

Citizens Energy Group is a broad-based utility service company, providing natural gas,

thermal energy, water, and wastewater services to about 800,000 people and

thousands of businesses in the Indianapolis area.

GENERATIONAL TRAINING

When Tamiko Kendrick of Citizens Energy Group first heard Cara Silletto’s

generational program, she recognized the challenges her company was

going through – competing with local companies to recruit top talent;

struggling to retain certain positions; and a general disconnect between the

older generation of workers and the influx of younger staff. 

“We knew we needed to bring Cara in to talk about the changing

landscape and how the way we do business will need to change

drastically over the next few years.”

Citizens Energy's managers completed a generational training that shifted

their mindsets by explaining the backstory of each generation. This training

gave the managers a deep understanding of their employees' behavior

styles and what motivates them. This knowledge equipped them to lead

more effectively and communicate more clearly.

The training walked the managers through each generation's experience

with technology, authority, balance, loyalty, and entitlement (T.A.B.L.E.) and

explained how those experiences affect them in the workplace today.

US VS. THEM WE



Revamped on-boarding process to be more welcoming and intentional

Restructured multiple positions to allow for part-time work

Enhanced social media presence to leverage it as a recruiting tool

Improved the new-hire orientation experience 

Implemented a full-year schedule for check in with new hires

Began a reverse mentoring program where Millennials mentor others

Customized communication methods/modes based on what employees prefer

Citizens Energy's management team had its mind shifted and eyes opened

to the new workforce.  Recommendations were made to implement

changes based on this new understanding to better meet the new

workforce's evolving expectations.

BETTER BOSSES. BETTER REPUTATION. BETTER CANDIDATES. BETTER EMPLOYEES.

Bridging the generational gap has allowed Citizens

Energy Group to attract and keep employees longer.

CHANGES IMPLEMENTED

RESULTS
 Increased management effectiveness by bridging generational gaps

 Greater competitive edge in employee recruitment pool

 More effective communication between managers and staff

 Stronger company culture inclusive of all generations
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2.

3.

4.

“A lot of Baby Boomers felt like they were being pushed out with all the

Millennials coming in. Now we’re helping them understand that

Millennials are in the workforce and we need to change the way we do

business. This generational training really helped change the mindsets

of our people.”
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